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General summary of city:

The city of Brussels is the capital city of Belgium and is a modern city that is rich in medie

Brussels is also the administrative center of the European Union, which has earned the city th
With a mixture of French and Flemish culture and language, Brussels is steeped in history and
Places of interest:
Brussels boasts over a century of history which lends too many intriguing sights to visit and

The Petite Rue des Bouchers, which translates to street of the butchers is located in the medi
The central market square in Brussels is known as the Grand´ Place, which is notably the most

Brussels features many interesting sights for the whole family - business people, families, na
Things to do:

There is a wide variety of things to do in Brussels, regardless of your age or fancies. For th

For those who want to take in the rich history of Brussels, there is a surplus of museums that

Sightseeing is plentiful in Brussels with many 15th and 17th century buildings around the city

Brussels is steeped in over 1000 years of history and beauty for each individual to unfold whe
Food & Drink:
Brussels is all about the food. Because Brussels has the highest concentration of restaurants

Throughout this beautiful historical city, restaurants, eateries and quaint cafes abound, offe
To go to Brussels means to enjoy good food in a beautiful atmosphere. Brussels is known world
Hotels & Accommodation:
Silken Residence
Le Châtelain All Suites Hotel
Hilton Brussels

Minotel Chambord
Le Méridien Bruxelles
Eazires Europarthotel Avenue Louise
Hotel Villa Royale
Hotel le Dixseptieme
Sun Hotel
New Hotel Charlemagne
Hotel L’auberge Du Souverain
Aristote
Hotel Continental
Hotel le Chantecler
Hotel De Fierlant
Hotel Erasme
Rijckendael Hotel
Eurostars Royal Embassy Grand Place
Entertainment:

Brussels is very much a city of the night. There is a bustling nightlife in Brussels in the ma

During the day, the museums offer a great deal of entertainment for the entire family. With th

There are a wide variety of cultural festivals that are also offered throughout the city at va

Fun for the whole family is offered in the heart of Belgium in the capital city of Brussels. M
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